TATA DAV Public School,WBC,Ghatotand
LOCKDOWN TIME HOME WORK
CLASS – STD. VIII
Note:
 Use the Quarantine Period in productive way, learns new things online.
 Use Homework Copy / Loose Sheet from Previous copy binding and labeling it
properly.
 Content searching only Online mode (Avoid communication with friends.).
 Don’t copy the content from friends copy (COVID-19 can communicate in that way
also).
 For further any kind of information you can contact your class teacher.

Subject - English

Subject - Mathematics

Subject - HINDI

Subject – Social Studies
1. Give extensive reading of the following chapters and do the exercise questions in a neat handwriting
2. D.O.S- reopening date
GEOGRAPHY
1. Resourses utilisatioan and development
2. Natural resources- land soil and water
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

8. Modern india
9. Establishment of company rule in india
16. Ourconstitution
17. Fundamental rights, fundamental duties and directive principles of state policy

Subject – Biology
1. What is a cell ? Write the functions of the following cell organelles:
a)Vacuole b) Mitochondria c) Endoplasmic Reticulum d) Lysosome e) Golgi complex.
2. What are Plastids? Write the functions of different types of plastids.
3. List any four differences between an animal cell and a plant cell.
4. What is a tissue ?
5. List the functions of nucleus in a cell.
6. Differentiate between :
a)Unicellular and multicellular organism.
b) Rough endoplasmic reticulum and smooth endoplasmic reticulum.
7.Define the following :
a)Pasteurisation b) Vaccination c) Antibiotic d)Bioaugmentation
8. List all the activities performed by farmers during cultivation of crops.
9. How is manure different from fertilizers ?
10. Write a short note on the following modern methods of irrigation :
a)Sprinkler system
b) Deep irrigation system.

Subject – Chemistry

 Classify sources of energy on the basis of occurrence , availability and
physical state.
 Write any five harmful effects of burning of fossil fuels.
 Write chemical formula of any 20 compounds.
 Write the symbols of any 15 elements.
Subject – Physics
1. Draw all the ray diagrams for different positions of objects placed before
concave and convex mirror.(from std VII book)
2. Write and remember all the keywords of lesson no. 11 &amp; 12 .(from std VII)
3. What do you mean by force and write its three effects.(from std VIII)
4. What are the types of force ? Define at least four different types of force
and give their example also.(from std VIII)

Subject – Sanskrit

